
camSmart-View 
Simplicity and Style from the manufactures Harkness Screens 

Smart -View Screen System 
Assembled in minutes, no other screen offers the stylish simplicity.  Providing 
a totally professional appearance, the lightweight frame hangs from a simple 
rail - perfectly flush to the wall. Smart-View is suitable for both front and rear 
projection systems. 

Application 
 Smart -View screens are recommended for: 
Board Rooms, Corporate Information Suites, Reception Areas and other prestige 
business locations. 

Smaller Viewing Theatres, Visitor Centres, Museums and other selected 
presentation venues. 

Construction 
Smart -View frames are constructed of lightweight extruded aluminium sections. 

Assembly 
    Frames are supplied flat packed for self-assembly 

Choice of Screen Surface 

Matt Plus (Matt White) Matt Preview 

Perlux 140 / 180 Gain 

High Contrast Grey for LCD/DLP Projectors 

Spectral 240 3D 

Either non—perforated or perforated. 

Rear Projection surface available is: 

Please refer to Screen Surface Data Sheets for full description of screen surfaces. 

Finish options are non-reflective black powder coated or black velour cloth. 
Fixing rail supplied (but not screw fixings). 

Factory mitred corners for a perfect join. 

complete with surface choice as ordered.  

RP230 

Widest Range of Size and Format Standard sizes available: 

4:3 FORMAT (W X H) 16:9 FORMAT (W x H) 
Image Size  Diagonal  Image Size  Diagonal 
122 x 91cm  152cm (60”)  122 x 69cm  140cm (55”) 
170 x 128cm  213cm (84”)  152 x 86cm  175cm (69”) 
203 x 152cm  254cm (100”)  203 x 114cm  124cm (92”) 
244 x 183cm  305cm (120”)  234 x 132cm  269cm (106”) 
305 x 229cm  381cm (150”)  264 x 147cm  302cm (119”) 
406 x 305cm  508cm (200”)  295 x 165cm  381cm (133”) 
500 x 375cm  624cm (246”)  353 x 198cm  404cm (159”) 

450 x 253cm  513cm ( 202”) 

The Smart -View screen surface is fastened to the 
reverse of the frame using 3M™ Dual Lock™ to pro-
vide a perfectly flat viewing surface.  
Front projection surfaces available are: 

Smaller, intermediate and larger sizes are available to order to a maximum image size of 
500 x 500cm.  

Frame size is 150mm more than image size. 

Perfectly flat ‘Velcro’ fastened surface. 




